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the software is designed to offer a quick and easy way to create both flat and
complex sheet metal parts in a few steps. the package includes the essential

functions that are needed to achieve the most accurate results. all you need is a
sheet metal blank to start. platensheet software is a quick way to create

accurate parts from sheet metal. in a few clicks, you can create flat parts, holes
and tabs. you can create complex parts with the option to use a radius that will
make the part smoother. furthermore, this software comes with the functions to
draw the part with a single click in order to have a part ready-to-print after the

simple design of the part. platensheet software has a universal format that
allows you to send your design to a computer, cutting machine or 3d printer.

platensheet software comes with hundreds of sheet metal shapes. these shapes
can be imported from dxf files and used directly on the sheet metal. creating a
part is extremely simple, because you just have to insert a sheet metal blank in

the software. plate n sheet software is available in a package of three
applications. the first one is a free version that allows you to create a sheet

metal part without any limits. the second version is the professional version and
it is only available in the package. finally, the third version is the ultimate

version that includes all the features of the professional version as well as more
than 200 more shapes. platensheet software is a stand-alone application, which

means you do not need to be connected to the software in order to use its
functions. once installed, the user can choose to open the software from the

program folder.
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Following features are provided by this software: Increase the
drawing accuracy by directly capturing and editing this shape from
the previous taken digital camera using 'Camera to CAD' feature

Generate best approximated shape with other shapes or one layer
from the library Undo/Redo operations are very easy to use in this

software application Generate customised side or top views
quickly and with ease using 'Flat View' option Generate profile

views and ribbon views by just a simple right click Perform 3D wire
routing operations which are not possible in any other CAD
applications Manage multiple sheets, multiple dimensions,

multiple layers from a single outline in this software Hover over or
click on the tooltip to reveal alternative names for tool lines etc

Layers can be folded, collapsed or just hidden from this application
as you like Print based on dimensions, thicknesses, shapes or

standard sizes Add and change dimensions easily Generate and
export to many popular file types including DXF and Parasolid

Generate standard or custom pages based on width, thickness,
distance and any number Import and export files to SWF format
Import or export to many popular file formats Save files in many

popular formats for a shareable CD Surface Matching and
Alignment Generate reference points Quick & Easy design
Professional and easy to use Quality, clarity and simplicity

Customisable graphics to match your design Graphical
representation of the loading information Edit your data quickly
and easily Integrated design view Help & Tutorials Features user
guide, knowledge base, and get help. This software is Free, try it,

you will not be disappointed. Sliding and folding components, easy
to use Create assembly drawings and flat pattern. It is free to use

with optional upgrades. Print and export for later reuse of your
data Learnings display, annotation options, and auto-save

Visualize and edit your data One window design, easy to use
Software wide menu Quick and easy 2D profile and sketchup tools
Create and edit your data Simple and intuitive Develop your skills

easily by creating your own tutorials, guides and samples for
download and help Easy to use Features a simple and easy to use
interface Generate high quality products without fear of expensive
Label your shapes to keep them in order Use the easy installation

package. This software is really easy to use, & is not a complicated
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